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troop get slack. Xo, you are just letting yourself and the
Scout movement down and spoiling the best chance of fun
your boys will ever have.
Do make Scouting practical and make it part of your
own daily life and part of your boys' daily lives. All
Scouts know their knots, but how many tie their shoe-laces
properly ? All Scouts say mosquito larvae must be killed,
but how many know them when they see them ? How
many have collected them in a glass jar and seen them hatch
out so as to be sure of them and to convince villagers also
that the little wrigglers in the water really do turn into
mosquitoes? How many Scouts use quinine and mosquito-
nets themselves ? All Scouts know about 8A wheat.
How many get their fathers to sow it and actually see it
grow and see how much better it is than other people's ?
Scouts all talk about the good turn. How many really
do it ? Many Scouts do a thoroughly bad turn every day
by using the ground round the village as a latrine, instead
of using a pit or trench. One good turn is to escort your
little sister to school every day. Another good turn is to
weed your father's fields, not with a squat-down kurpa but
with a stand-up manly long-handled hoe. Make all your
Scouting practical and make it all part of your everyday life.
Always remember that Scouting is a game and there
must be plenty of real fun and play as well as uplift and
badge work. Above all do not use the Scout troop as a
means of attracting attention to yourself and thereby
obtaining promotion. Promotion may or may not be your
happy lot, but it has nothing to do with Scouting. Do your
duty by your boys and your village and nothing else
matters.

